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where N S represents the number of S-dets. We employ the DODS-type molecular orbitals to incorporate the electron correlation effects from symmetry broken states. To recover the original symmetry of the system, the PeierlsYocoz-type projections are adapted to each S-det, which is symbolically denoted by P G in eq. (1). Here, the molecular orbitals for all the S-dets, as well as their superposition coefficients, are simultaneously optimized by using the quadratic steepest descent method. Non-orthogonality of S-dets makes it possible to describe the electron correlation effects efficiently. In fact, the Res-HF wavefunctions well reproduce the exact diagonalization results for small systems [1, 2] , and also explain the correlation energies comparable to a variational Monte Carlo method for larger systems [1, 3, 4] . Furthermore, by analyzing the structures of S-dets, we obtain clear physics on QF's. This is substantial difference from conventional numerical methods. In this research, we visualize the QF's in the 2D Hubbard model, given by
In the following calculations,U/t is fixed at 8, and the system size is N = 10 × 10. The Res-HF wavefunctions are constructed by N S = 10 S-dets.
The Res-HF energy is lowered by the increase of N S . However, physics on QF's is not largely affected by this increase of N S . 10 S-dets are enough to obtain substantial information on QF's. Figure 1 shows the structure of a typical S-det generating the Res-HF wavefunction for N e = 96. SD(CD), ASD(ACD), and NSD(NCD) denote the spin(charge) density, and its alternating and net components, respectively. We can see four mismatches in the the spin density wave, shown by circles, where CD's are induced. These defects correspond to spin bags [5] . In the presentation, we will show that an attractive interaction works between two polarons, in the framework of a projected HF approximation. We will also show a dynamical stripe structure at about 10 % doping.
